LOVE RUNS OUT
By One Republic

Choreo: Naomi Fleetwood-Pyle – 579-6979
Wait 16 Beats
Sequence: Intro-A-A-B
A-B-C-A**
B-A-Ending

INTRO:
4 Soccer Turns DTS Dbl/Up DSRS – 4 X’s total to make a box – ¼ left on each

PART A:
Drag & Loop DTS/Drag/St(xi f) DTS/Loop/St(xib)-moving left
Triple DTS DTS(xif) DTS RS (Left)
REPEAT DRAG LOOP WITH TRIPLE MOVING RIGHT, THEN ADD…
2 Rocking Chairs DTS Brush/Up DSRS (1/4 Left on each)
4 Heel Walks Heel/St Heel/St Heel/St Heel/St – forward
Fancy Double DTS DTS RS RS - backward
RE[EAT 2 ROCKING CHAIRS, HEEL WALKS & FANCY DOUBLES TO FACE FRONT

PART A:
Drag&Loops W/Triples, Rocking Chairs, Heel Walks, Fancy Doubles

PART B:
2 Hard Steps Dbl/Back/Brush Up DSRS (lt ft) – Repeat Rt Ft
2 Chains DTS RS RS RS – chain left and right
Pump It Up DTS RS RS RS-Angle Lt Fwd – Repeat Pump It Up on Rt Ft
4 Fleaflickers Dbl/Up DTS – 4 X’s moving back – Lt Ft, Rt Ft, Lt Ft, Rt Ft
2 Hard Steps Dbl/Back/Brush Up DSRS (lt ft) – Repeat Rt Ft
2 Chains DTS RS RS RS – left and right

PART A:
Drag&Loops W/Triples, Rocking Chairs, Heel Walks, Fancy Doubles

PART B:
Hard Steps, Chains, Pump It Ups , Fleaflickers, Hard Steps, Chains

PART C:
Step Vine Step(ots) Step(xib) Step(1/4 Lt) Tch-Repeat Vine Rt Ft – Don’t Turn
Step Vine Step(ots) Step(xib) Step(1/4 Lt) Tch-Repeat Vine Rt Ft – Don’t Turn
REPEAT STEP VINES TO FACE FRONT (You will feel the beat pick up) AND ADD…
4 Soccer Turns DTS Dbl/Up DSRS – 4 X’s total to make a box – ¼ left on each

PART A**
Drag & Loop DTS/Drag/St(xi f) DTS/Loop/St(xib)-moving left
Triple DTS DTS(xif) DTS RS (Left)
REPEAT DRAG LOOP WITH TRIPLE MOVING RIGHT, THEN ADD…
Stomp&Clap 2 Stomps and 2 Claps

PART B:
Hard Steps, Chains, Pump It Ups, Fleaflickers, Hard Steps, Chains

PART A:
Drag&Loops W/Triples, Rocking Chairs, Heel Walks, Fancy Doubles

ENDING:
8 Toe Walks turning left 360